Abstract. Stress shielding interaction effect of two parallel edge cracks in finite body under uniaxial loading is analysed using developed finite element (FE) analysis program. In present study, the stress shielding interaction is formulated as a mathematical model called stress shielding damage (SSD) model. SSD model used to define the combination and re-characterization of crack interaction from multiple cracks to single crack. Focus is given to weak crack interaction state as the crack interval exceed the length of cracks (b > a). The crack interaction factors are evaluated based on Griffith strain energy release rate and mode I SIF using J-integral analysis. For validation, the stress shielding factor parameters are compared to single edge crack SIF as a state of zero interaction in a form of crack unification limit (CUL) and crack interaction limit (CIL).
Introduction
This paper presents the mathematical model of elastic crack interaction for stress shielding effect based on Griffith strain energy release rate. In previous works, Moussa et al. [1] used FEM to calculate J-integral and analyse the interaction of two identical parallel non-coplanar surface cracks subjected to remote tension and pure bending loads in 3D finite body. The application of body force method (BFM) by Kamaya [2] justified the direction of coalesced cracks with proposed new formulation. Due to BFM limitation, FEM and VCEM is employed by Kamaya [3, 4] to investigate the formation of single coalesced crack as a result of crack growth under fatigue loading. Most recent, Kamaya et al. [5] used S-version FEM to analyse the crack growth of surface cracks. In relating to FFS codes limitation [6] , this paper presents a numerical approach for modelling multiple edge strip cracks that experience weak elastic crack interaction in finite plate. The crack interaction is limited to BCP of crack interaction where shielding effect is dominated in promoting the fracture and failure. This paper aims to verify the combination, equality and re-characterization of multiple crack interaction as a single crack based on the stress shielding fracture parameter for CIL and crack unification limit (CUL).
Mathematical Model of Stress Shielding Damage and Path Overlapping Control
Based on energy damage of phase field model that used to model the interaction between grains boundary under loading, the total elastic strain energy E of a linear elastic body with stiffness tensor C and crack resistance c G depends on the displacement field u and the crack indicator s is given by ( ) 
The cracks are represented by a field variable s , where the 1 s = if the material is undamaged and 0 s = if there is a crack. As cracks field ≡ 1 s , elastic energy ∑ el that coincides with J-integral [7] and equal to energy release rate of mode I crack [8, 9] can be expressed as
The interpretation of ∂Ω 0 of s and Γ for J value can be defined further for detail investigation of CIL and CUL. Fig . The figure also shows the manifestation of interacting energy limit at higher / b a and / a W and energy combination limit at lower / b a and / a W . This behaviour is in agreement with proposed combination of Griffith energy theory G and phase field theory based on damage parameter s . Since all the geometrical data of investigation is based on FFS codes, the interacting energy limit and energy combination limit are expected to be the CIL and CUL, respectively. 
Conclusion
The SSD model formulation has been successfully presented based on theory of Griffith strain energy release rate and phase field model and has been proved to be applicable for BCP stage. Moreover, the SSD model is validated by measured stress shielding fracture parameters and for comparison, the presented numerical model and SSD model is found to converge and intersect with fracture parameters of single edge crack in a form of CUL and CIL.
